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An Efficient Buffer Overflow Control Scheme to
Mitigate Packet Loss in Manets
B Purushotham, Ch D V Subba Rao
innovative design of networks and best fit for an environment
where either the infrastructure is lost. Communication
between the end nodes in MANETs can be done through
intermediate nodes. The responsibility of the each
intermediate node is to receive and forward packets from
source to destination. In this connection, incoming packets
are queued in the buffer of nodes for their turn of processing.
The size of buffer plays a vital role with respect to number of
packets that can be held in a queue before dropping newly
arrived packets. Congestion causes packet loss at buffers of
intermediate nodes in the network i.e packet loss may occur if
the size of the buffer becomes full.
A Communication networks normally contains network of
queues. Effective handling of queues is needed to allow
Quality of Service (QoS). With the support of congestion
avoidance and control mechanisms this task can be achieved.
This process is called queue management [2]. Queue
management contains algorithms that manage size of packet
queues by dropping packets whenever required or suitable.
Queue management schemes are of two types:
i. Passive Queue Management (PQM)
ii. Active Queue Management (AQM)
Packets are simply dropped when buffer gets full in PQM.
Even though this approach is less effective and has several
disadvantages, the main benefit of using PQM is easy to
implement in network with less computational overheads.
Drop Tail is the simplest PQM technique. In this
technique, packets can be rejected whenever queue gets full.
Therefore, in this scheme, size of buffer is the key factor that
reduces the packet drop. However, these results in the
familiar problem called ‘global synchronization’ problem
[3]. To avoid this problem, Floyd et al. proposed a new
scheme called Random Early Detection (RED) [4]. This lead
to encourage of a new discipline namely ‘Active Queue
Management’, the principle of which is to drop / mark
packets before a queue overflows so that sources respond to
congestion thereby avoiding buffer overflow. AQM controls
packet loss and increases resource utilization leading to
improvement QoS in contrast to drop tail technique [3].
Algorithms like RED, Adaptive RED (ARED), BLUE etc.,
are examples for Active Queue Management Techniques.
RED (random early detection) is the widely used algorithm to
monitor the average queue size and take actions on packet
(either drop or mark) depending on statistical probabilities.
On the other hand, the mobile and wireless networks still
use Drop Tail policies for packet queue management and the
efforts to achieve AQM in those networks are very limited. It
is observed when AQM is implemented in the nodes of
MANET,
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is near to congestion. In this paper, we proposed a scheme that
integrates QMN technique with combinational buffer
management (CBM) strategy, which includes both the features of
messages and nodes, and transfer the duplicated messages to
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MANETs efficiently. Our simulation results here reveal that, the
proposed scheme achieves better performance than other existing
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I. INTRODUCTION
MANETs are self-configuring networks of independent
mobile wireless nodes without additional infrastructure or
central administration [1]. These networks brought an
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they still lack in efficient queue management because
packets are usually treated from other wireless nodes only on
the basis of services and applications. On the other hand,
MANET nodes are resource constrained devices which have
limited battery life and memory/storage spaces. In such
conditions, data sent from sources which transmit packets
with less data rates did not acquire a fair share in queues.
Muhammad Aamir and Mustafa A. Zaidi proposed a
technique to handle packet queues in MANETs for static and
mobile nodes [5]. Efficient queuing in the buffer can be
achieved by using a centrally communicating node called
QMN. This scheme can allocate buffer space of QMN to all
its neighboring nodes dynamically depending on the number
of packets received from neighbors and thereby reducing
packet drop probabilities. In this scheme, authors did not
considered the effect of collaboration between the
neighboring nodes. They only consider the characteristics of
nodes, while ignoring the message attributes in MANET.
Peiyan Yuan and Hai Yu proposed CBM scheme that
combines both the attributes of messages and nodes, and
transfer messages to neighboring nodes to enhance the total
utility, rather than removing them [6]. Taking into account
the above facts, we presented an efficient buffer management
scheme by combining the QMN with CBM strategy which
considered the characteristics of messages and nodes; in the
meantime, this scheme also contains message migration
mechanism that effectively removes and transfers messages.
Performance evaluation of proposed scheme is conducted
using ns-2 simulator. Simulation results reveals the proposed
scheme achieves better results than the other existing
schemes with respect four metrics: Packet delivery ratio,
throughput, overhead ratio and end to end delay respectively.
The following are the contributions of this research work:
▪ Integrate queue management node scheme (QMN)
with CBM strategy to allocate buffer space
dynamically and decision will be taken whether to
accept a newly arrived message or not is basing on the
utility value the message and that of the node.
▪ Transfer messages to neighbouring nodes, instead of
removing them whenever the buffer capacity of nodes
is filled.
The remainder of the paper is planned as follows. Earlier
works done by other researchers are reviewed in section 2.
Proposed scheme is presented in section 3. Simulation results
are depicted in section 4. In section 5 conclusions are
presented.

called PAQMAN in contrast to conventional RED algorithm
in Real Time IP networks [2]. Their proposed scheme works
on predictive measurement of queue size on the basis of
traffic variations. The average queue length is predicted for
next specified interval using recursive least square method
and it determines the packet drop probability in that interval.
Their simulation study in NS-2 depicts that the proposed
scheme provides better QoS evaluations as compared to
RED.
The same scheme is tested by Kulkarni et al. on MANET
environment and simulation study is performed in NS-2 for
packet loss and retransmission efficiencies to check if the
proposed scheme can work in an energy-efficient manner [7].
The simulation results show that PAQMAN coupled with
ECN can reduce packet loss ratio and increase transmission
efficiency while introducing negligible overhead.
Lutz et al. focused on the assignment of transmission
frames with equal number of transmission slots per frame to a
wireless node on a channel shared with other nodes [8]. They
proposed a variation in such a way that number of
transmission slots (“weights”) can be varied in different
transmission frames. In this way, throughput may be
increased without compromising “fairness” and packet losses
due to collision may also be mitigated.
Through Drop Tail technique, Chen and Bensaou
proposed a study for high speed networks regarding their
survivability in terms of fairness and packet loss problems
[9]. The authors states that with TCP flows that comes from
multiple congested links cause packet drop probability
unfairness and round trip time unfairness problems. On the
other hand, AQM schemes reduce the severity of above
mentioned unfairness.
Abbasov and Korukoglu improved the existing RED
algorithm on networks and the improvement is called
Effective RED (ERED) [10]. It has a few variations as
compared to RED in the packet drop function which produce
better throughput and less packet loss rate as compared to
RED and some other well known AQM schemes. It is shown
by authors through simulation study in NS-2. S. Dimitriou
and V. Tsaoussidis demonstrated how SQM classifies traffic
and how it applies different policies to each packet depending
on its size, the sizes of packets currently in the queue and the
contention levels in the router [11].
Hence, it differentiates time-sensitive traffic and applies
different policies of scheduling and packet drop on separate
flows to increase the level of application satisfaction. Krifa et
al. projected a buffer management scheme supported a
distributed algorithm [12]. The aim of this scheme is to cut
back the average delivery delay or to extend the average
delivery ratio. One more vital parameter to valuation
principles of the message is TTL (Time to Live) of the
message. The Message lifetime time grows longer if the
delivery probability of the message increases. If the TTL
value of the packet is zero then the packet can be removed.
For example, Scott et al. described the TTL value as a
timeout value and delete messages whose lifecycle crosses
the TTL to avoid congestion within the buffer of a node [13].

II. REVIEW ON RELEVANT WORK
Muhammad Aamir and Mustafa A. Zaidi present a
technique to manage packet queues in MANETs. In this
technique, authors try to achieve effective queuing in the
buffer of a centrally communicating node by allocating
buffer space dynamically to its neighboring nodes depending
on the number of packets received from neighbors [5].
Simulation study reveals that their proposed scheme is a way
to improve the buffer management for packet queues in
MANETs. Peiyan Yuan and Hai Yu presented a buffer
management scheme by combining the characteristics of
messages and nodes, and transfer the duplicated messages to
the neighboring nodes to enhance the total utility, instead of
removing them [6]. Kulkarni et al. presented a technique
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It is important to note that, as the range of message copies
will increase the likelihood of the message inbound to the
destination node will increase. But, too several copies of
messages within the network will be cause buffer overflow.
Hence, the way to take away the copy of the message and
check that the delivery quantitative relation of the message is
become a centralized issue. Kim et al. take away the message
that has larger range of copies to attenuate the impact of
message drop that incurs high delivery quantitative relation
in a Delay Tolerant Networks [14].
Message size is used to determine the significance of the
message in the buffer of a node. For instance, there is a
prospect for the prevalence congestion is going to be
decreased if the larger and unusable messages are removed
[15]. Rashid et al. projected a way that drops the message
within the buffer of a node if its size is bigger than or capable
the coming message in [16].
A comprehensive-integrated buffer management (CIM)
scheme presented by Pan et al. considered all data related to
message delivery and network resources [17]. This scheme
computes the utility value of the package from the subsequent
characteristics: the message life time, the message size, and
therefore the variety of forwarding hops. Yao et al. computes
the utility price of caching knowledge betting on node
curiosity and knowledge transfer likelihood by as well as
passive and proactive dropping policy, and programming
policy [18]. Their projected buffer management technique
permits the node to be proactively chosen and receive
messages with different nodes.
Our literature review identifies that significant amount
effort has been done on buffer management in wireless and
wired networks. However, a highly responsive solution is
required that can address the packet drop issue of queue
management in buffers of MANET nodes.

A. Network model
Mobile adhoc network can be represented using a dynamic
graph G = (V, E) where V denotes set of nodes/vertices, and
E denotes set of links/edges. Every node in the MANET is
assigned with a unique identifier. If the nodes are within the
communication range they can exchange data. We consider
MANET model is operated on Ad hoc On demand Distance
Vector (AODV) routing protocol. It is a reactive protocol in
which sources get routes to destinations when they demand
for the same. Nodes only know their neighbors through
routing table entries and keep track of neighbors by
exchanging HELLO packets periodically. And also we
assume the following properties of MANETs:
• Every node in MANET has limited buffer.
• Node mobility is self-governing and the nodes have
diverse contact rates.
• Bandwidth is equal for all the links.
B. Neighbor Node discovery
In MANETs, the communication is happen through
multi-hop transmission. It is necessary to establish the
neighbor nodes under such networks. In this module, one hop
neighbors of every node is identified dynamically. By using
tree topology communication can be done between the nodes
with destination as the root. In first stage tree is constructed
as follows: First the sender node broadcast a message with a
hop counter. Then the nodes that receiving the message will
set the message sender as the parent node, increase the hop
counter by one, and broadcast it to their neighboring nodes.
Data are moved along the edges of the communication tree.
C. Queue Management Strategy
Suppose that there is a static node called “QMN” bounded
with 4 neighboring nodes from “Node A” to “Node D”.
Assume “Node G” is not a neighbor of QMN at first stage.
And also consider the size (storage) of QMN node 100
packets and is unfilled at initial phase. QMN assigns equal
storage to neighboring nodes in the starting stage. Assume
“bs” is buffer space and “nn” is number of neighboring nodes
of QMN, then for every neighbor node the assigned buffer
space “abs” is abs = bs/ nn.
Initially every neighboring node will get equal buffer
space of 25 packets in the QMN. Suppose if any one of the
neighboring node of QMN reaches its maximum assignment
and the buffer size is available in overall buffer space because
of reason of other neighboring nodes are not communicating
or sending packets with respect to QMN. There is a chance
for resource underutilization if we confine a node to an
assignment of 25 packets of each, but the buffer space is quiet
left in the buffer always. Thus provision for extension of each
node is limit of 25 packets upto a quota of remaining buffer
space.
Message forwarding and migration
The data in the nodes are handled by the QMN (Queue
management node), which handles the neighbor nodes data
management and migration process depend on utility
function. The utility function of the message can be calculate
by the following equation.

III. PROPOSED MODEL
The proposed model integrates QMN and CBM schemes
by considering the characteristics of the message and
characteristics of the node in MANETs. In first step, the
buffer space of a node is assigned equally to all its
neighbouring nodes. Figure 1 shows fixed QMN node in
mobile adhoc network.

Fig. 1.QMN node in MANET
Whenever the algorithm is triggered on the occurrence of a
selected incident, the allotment of buffer area of a node is
dynamically adjusted. A fair share in the buffer is available to
all neighbors around a MANET node irrespective of packet
transmission rates of neighboring sources. Since all
neighbors share the buffer space, no node can occupy the
buffer in full through aggressively sending packets with
higher data rate. A neighbor has its share in the QMN’s buffer
till it remains a neighbor of QMN.
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nodes and incurs packet drop. Meanwhile, QMN can initiate
collaboration between neighbor nodes to overcome the
packet drop. This collaboration ensures message forwarding
and migration efficiently.

Where α + β + γ = 1, the message size si, the number of
hops hi, TTL is threshold of ti, the average no of hops is Hav,
TTL of the message, S is buffer size of the node. The
following algorithm shows the procedure to allow
collaboration between neighbor nodes and message
forwarding and migration.
Algorithm: For each instance of appearance of a new
neighboring node
1.Compute total storage buffer space engaged every node.
2.Enhance the neighboring total ‘nn’ by ‘1’.
3.Split the available buffer space using ‘nn’.
4.Allocate the computed storage spaces to all of its
neighboring nodes together with new node.
5.If the required buffer space does not exist for the new
node, it has to wait until it will get the space.
6.During waiting time of new node, QMN can initiate
collaboration between neighbour nodes and do the
following:
Let node A, B ϵ V, where V is the total number of nodes. If
node B and node A are contact each other & node B is the
sender then forward message to A.
if node A has enough free space
Compute the utility value of the message of node B by
using the equation

Fig. 2.System architecture of proposed Scheme
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of projected research work is compared
with existing techniques such as Drop Tail, PAQMAN and
QMN. Eexperimental set up is done suing NS2 with wireless
network configuration containing 50 nodes with AODV
routing protocol. 50 nodes are divided as clusters with one
centrally communicating node QMN (Queue management
node) and few neighbor nodes. Node 0 to 9 of total 10 nodes
acts as QMN nodes. Every QMN is allocated 100 buffer
space of size, which equally splits for the nodes that are
neighbors to QMN. For example if QMN 0 contains 4
neighbor nodes, then each neighbor gets buffer size as 25.
Sometimes, it is necessary to consider if any one of the
neighbor node approaches its maximum assignment of
storage buffer space area in QMN however the space for
storing that's remaining within the total storage buffer as a
result of reason that, one or a lot of further neighboring nodes
cannot communication or causing messages to QMN.
Therefore, if we have a tendency to prohibit the node to
associate degree assignment of 25 packets however the space
for storing remains left within the buffer, there's an
opportunity for resource underutilization. So there is a
provision to extend size of the each source node until it
approaches to its assigned limit.
This is how we experimented the buffer management for
packet queues. Similarly, the other problem we considered is
data migration i.e performed through QMN from one node to
other by providing collaboration between nodes. This is done
by calculating utility value of a node as well as message. For
utility value calculation, we assumed α+β+γ =1, for this we
considered the values of weighted factors α=0.2, β=0.3 and
γ=0.5 correspondingly [6]. As the data migration is
considered under a QMN, we assumed average number of
hops as 1 and TTL as 1.

& transfer the message i into node A //utility value
calculation of a message
else
Compute the node A utility value by using equation &
match this with message utility value of message using
equation

if the message utility value of node B <= Node A utility
value // node utility value caluculation
then
node A receive message and store it
else
reject the message
end if
if message i utility value > node A utility value
transfer message with smallest utility value of node A to
neighboring node & transfer message from B to node A
end if
Fig. 2. depicts combination of two approaches to handle
buffer space of nodes in MANETs. Initially the centrally
communicating node QMN, equally allocate buffer space to
all its neighbors and that space can be dynamically adjusted
based on the need of buffer space required by the neighboring
nodes. If any new node enters the transmission range of
central node, it can be assigned equal buffer space along with
other neighbor nodes if enough space is available with QMN.
Otherwise, the new node can be entered into waiting state
until it will get sufficient space. During this period, packet
drop can be occurred at neighboring nodes. The central node
has to processing the messages in the buffers of neighbor
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Table-I: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Name
Parameter Values
Simulation field size
1000 X 1000 m2
Simulation Time
55 s
Routing protocol
AODV
Transmission range
250 m
Number of nodes
50
QMN nodes
10
Message size
[0.5-1] MB

The result shows the packet loss with respect to flow
arrival rate. The simulation was carried out for 55 sec of time.
Packet loss is nothing but number of packets lost in network
during simulation time. It is a measure of packet bits per
second (bit/s). The proposed work showed low packet loss
than existing techniques.

Fig. 7.Comparison of Overhead ratio
The result shows the overhead ratio of the proposed
scheme. The simulation was carried out for 55 sec of time.
Data that sent on each transmission contains additional
information, called overhead. The proposed work incurs less
overhead than existing techniques.

Fig. 4.Time vs End to End Delay
The result shows the Time vs End to End delay case.
Simulation was carried out for 55 sec of time. Here, End to
End Delay means time it takes a packet to transmit across a
network from sink to destination. The proposed work
exhibited less end to end delay than existing techniques.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel buffer management
scheme to minimize packet loss in ad hoc wireless networks.
This scheme explores the combination of QMN and CBM
strategy to manage buffer size of intermediate nodes
efficiently. Initially, with a centrally communicating node
equal buffer storage space allocated to all its neighboring
nodes. After that, the allocation is adjusted dynamically
based on the prompt share of neighboring nodes and the
space between utilized and assigned buffer space. By using
CBM, utility value of nodes and messages calculated to
forward and transfer the messages from one node to another
node by providing collaboration among neighboring nodes of
QMN. The simulated results show that, proposed work
performance is better in terms of packet loss ratio,
throughput, end to end delay and overhead ratio in a 50-node
scenario compared to other existing works.

Fig.5.Time vs Throughput
The result reveals the throughput of the proposed scheme.
Simulation was carried out for 55 sec of time. The amount of
data transferred successfully from one place to another in a
given unit of time is called throughput. The proposed work
provided high throughput than existing techniques.
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